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An Extension of the Fusion Lemma 
GERALD SCHMIEDER* 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of approximation by rational functions in the complex 
plane @, the following Fusion Lemma of A. Roth plays an important role 
(cf. 16; 2, p. 113 ff.]; for approximation on Riemann surfaces see [7, 81): 
For every puir of’ disjoint conpuc~t .set.c K, , K, c C there is u constant 
E = a(K, , KJ irith the pr0pert.v: For arhitrar,, rational .functions r, , rz and 
an)% given compact set k c @. there is some rutional ,function r with 
for allzEK,vk,j=1,2. 
In 12, p. 1161 the question has been posed to what extent the assump- 
tion K, n K? = @ in the Fusion Lemma can be replaced by a weaker 
condition. 
It has been pointed out by P. M. Gauthier that the Fusion Lemma is not 
true for K, n K, # 0 in general. Even for rectangles K,, K, the Lemma 
becomes false if there is a common edge of K, and Kz, as D. Gaier [ 31 has 
shown. The statement remains true if k := K, n K2 is a finite set and 
C\(K, u K2) has only finitely many components (see [3]). 
In this paper we will prove a more general extension of the Fusion 
Lemma which guarantees the existence of the desired function r in several 
cases in which K, n K, is a continuum. Moreover the compact set k can be 
chosen arbitrarily, so that k = K, n K2 is not required. 
The result is a combination of the classical Fusion Lemma [6] and the 
Lemma of Nersesjan [S] (see Section 3). Actually between both there 
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seems to be a surprising relation: where in this paper the Fusi’on Lemma 
is improved by using the Lemma of Nersesjan this extended Fusion Lemma 
again leads to an improved version of Nersesjan’s Lemma which we will 
study in a forthcoming paper. On the other hand the “best-possible” (if 
true) version of Nersejan’s Lemma (Section 3, Remark 6) would give the 
best-possible version of the Fusion Lemma. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
For a set MC@ and 6>0 let M,) := (zE@ldist(z, M)<SJ where dist 
denotes the Euclidean distance. 
DEFINITION. Let A, B c UI be compact sets. We say that A is extensible 
re1utit.e to B iff there is some 6,, > 0 such that for all 6 > 0, 6 < S,, there is 
a compact set C (=C(d)) with 
(i) (A \5,Bz,s),t u A c Cc @ :,,8, 
(ii) i;CudBcii(Cu B), 
(iii) @\(C u B) consists only of a finite number of components. 
Remark. In Fig. 1 the set K, is extensible relative to Kz but not in 
Fig. 2. In both examples Kz is extensible relative to K,. 
Our main result is the following extension of the Fusion Lemma: 
THEOREM. Let K,, K2 c C he cnmpuct sets such that @\(K, u K,) has 
(ml), ,finitely many components and assume that 8, is extensible relatitre to 
z2, or thut 8, is e.utensihle relatiw to I?, Then there exists some constant 
x = a(K, , K2) such that ,for arhitrq* rutionul ,functions r,, r2 and an> 
Kl 
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We shall give the proof in Section 4. Note that the assumption that 
C ?:( K, u K,) consists only of finitely many components could be made in 
the classical Fusion Lemma without any loss of generality by suitable 
enlargement of K, and K2. 
3. REMARKS ABOUT THE LEMMA OF NERSESJAN 
The following Lemma is due to Nersesjan ({S], cf. 12, p. 1431). The role 
it plays in tangential approximation is similar to that played by the Fusion 
Lemma in uniform approximation. 
LEMMA. Let F c C hr N cwnpuct .wt und suppose thut @\F is the union 
of’ only a.finirr numhvr of components. Giwn un open set G c F with ?G c ?F 
(i.e., G is CI don of components of‘ F) and I: > 0 thew i,s LI rational .function 
R wiih 
(a) IR(;)l <~,fi)~ ~EG\(c?G), 
(b) IR(I)-~I<~~~~~EF\G, 
(c) IR(z)I <c fbr z E F, bvhert> c is an uhsnlute constant. 
Remur~ 1. It is known that the Lemma is true with C= 1 (see [I. 
Lemma t& 11). 
Remurk 2. The estimate (c) together with L’ = 1 can be replaced by 
(c’) IR(z)-$1 <i for :EF 
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which seems more natural and follows from considering 17 R with 
(p(:)=(l;2)(1 +(r+r).:(rs+ 1)). .Y= -1 +6, ij>o small. 
-- 
Renzcrrk 3. Suppose that C? is extensible relative to H : = F\,i:. Then we 
see from the definition given in the preceding section that for all (5 > 0 
sufficiently small we can apply the Lemma with (-: = 6:!2 to the sets I? = (‘(6/Z) 
instead of G and c’u F instead of I? 
For the resulting rational function R we then obtain 
(a’) /R(r)1 ~6 for ZEG\((?GA?N),~. 
(b’) iR(z)- I/ ~6 for :~Hl(i?GniH),. 
together with (c’) as above. 
Note that (a’). (b’) are estimates of the same type whereas (a) and (b) 
are not. 
Remd 4. Suppose again that G is extensible relative to M : = F\,C? 
and let for some small 6 > 0 a rational function R as above ble taken. It 
follows that if D c FiF is a fixed set and c := Gu D, then there is a con- 
tinuous function iT with iT= R on Fso that (a’), (h’), (c’) are satisfied with 
R. C?. and A== instead of R, G, and W. From the assumption that @!F 
has only finitely many components we see from a well known theorem of 
Mergelyan ( [4], cf. [2, p. 1 lo]) that 2 can be approximated uniformly on 
F by rational functions. Therefore we can claim the estimates (a’), (b’), (c’) 
also in the case that G is a subset of F with ?&c-?F, but G not necessarily 
open, and we note that for this it suffices that 6 be extensible relative to 
Pl; G. 
Rcrntrrk 5. Now suppose that G c F, ?6 c (7F. and let 6 be extensible 
relative to p\c. As remarked above we can find a rational function R, 
which fulfills (a’), (b’), (c’) for the sets G, F, H = F\G. 
Let a finite number of points 1, ,,... z,, E G\(?Gn?H), 1~ ,,..., B*,,~E F?t? 
together with a collection of natural numbers Y, ,..., Y,,. if,. . . . . p2. be given, 
We will prove that if (c’) is replaced by 
we can find a rational function R which fulfills (a’), (b’), (c”) and in 
addition R(zj) = 0, R(\v,J = I (,j = I,..., n; h = l,..., N) with multiplicity at 
least ;‘, at -li and ,u,, at HI,,. 
To obtain this we start with 
R,(z) := i’l (R,(z) - R,(r,))“. 
i 1 
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Because (c’) holds for R, it follows that 
IR,(r)l < 1 +i for :E F 
for some i. > 0 depending on the bound ci in (a’), (b’). 
Now let q(~.)=(l/2)-(1/2)((~-1 +i)i(l-I.).(nx-1)) (/M’I<I) and 
R3(:) := cp 
i 
& &(:)j (z E F). 
Then we have R,(z,) =I/2 (,i= 1, . . . . n) and we may assume 
/ R,(u,) - 11 < /1 (h = 1, . . . . N). 
From the construction we obtain IR3(r) ~ I:21 < l/2 for all I E F. 
Let 
A short calculation gives the estimate 
lR4(z)- 11 < 1 +6 (:E F) 
for E. sufficiently small. Similar as above we take a suitable linear transfor- 
mation $ which maps{ I w - 1 I < I ) on [I<- 112-6) < 1!2+6) and fulfills 
$(O) = 0, $( 1) = 1. Then the function R = $ R, has the desired properties 
for all parameters small enough. 
Remurk 6. It seems to be an open question if a stronger version of the 
Lemma of Nersesjan still is true where (a) is replaced by 
(a”) I R(z)1 <F for z E G\(F‘\G), 
If such is the case the assumption of relative extensibility in our theorem 
above could be replaced by the weaker condition JK, u C?KZ c (;(K, u K,). 
4. A PROOF OF THE EXTENDED FUSION LEMMA 
8, 
Let K,, K, be compact sets and assume without loss of generality that 
is extensible relative to 8,. Let a further compact set k and rational 
functions r, , rz be given. Note that the conclusion holds trivially if r, ~ rz 
has a pole on k u (K, n K,). Therefore we may assume that 
6:= supj/r,(rrt)-r,(,c)l I~~cku(K,nk’~)~ <x. (*I 
It is sufficient to give the proof in the case r, = 0 (cf. 12, p. 1141) 
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From Remark 5 above we obtain a rational function R which has zeros 
at the poles of ri -I’> ( =r,) lying in K, and takes the value 1 at the poles 
of r, in .Fc?. 
We will assume that in both cases the order of R is at least the order of 
the pole of Y, at these points. From (a’), (b’), (c”), and (*) we conclude 
that the following estimates can be established: 
Take a neighborhood 1; of k’i u K1 such that there are no poles of R in I? 
There is some %‘I-function H: iw’ --f @ with compact support T and which 
agrees with R on v (cf. [Z, p. 1071). We may assume that the boundary of 
both V and T consists of a finite number of fordan curves. 
For fixed I let i; = z + rP and by ?N we understand the derivative of N 
with respect to t. Then the following estimate for the area integral can 
easily be established (polar coordinates): 
for a suitable constant a depending on K,. X, only. From (*) we can 
obtain an open and bounded neighborhood U of k with ir,(z)/ < 26 for 
z E c. 
By the Tietze extension theorem we find some continuous function 
y: C\,(?V\U) -+C with q lYu U-Y,] Vu I; and q has compact support 
T, c @. Moreover we may assume 
(III) /q(z)/ <2~5 for :fzC\Y. 
Let E := (Tn T,)\V. We may assume that the boundary is a frnitc union 
of Iordan curves. As in the proof of the classical Fusion Lemma we now 
define 
1 i?H( 5 ) =;-- 
7r il Y(C) - 
dh, 
F 6-z 
for z E @. Note that R is holomorphic on C\,,E. 
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I’:= -H.y+g 
is meromorphic on a neighborhood of K, u K,. From the well-known 
Pompeiu formula (cf. [2, p. 941) we conclude 
for all ZE C with y(z) # ZK. Therefore ,f‘ is holomorphic in 15:. Now by 
Runge’s Theorem we find (cf. [2, p. 1161) a rational function r with 
Il.(z) - r,(z) -./‘(:)I < ri (z~K,uK,uk). 
For I’ we obtain the following estimates: 
I. For I E K, we have 
k(l)-r,(z)1 <d+ If( 
<6+ lH(=)q(-)I + lg(=)I 
= 6 + IR(z) r,(z)1 + l,q(-)I 
<6+26+26u (by (I), (III), (**)) 
=(3$-2u)6. 
2. If I E Kz we conclude 
lr(z) - r2(z)/ = lr(-)l 6 6 + lY,(Z) +.flz)l 
= d + jr,(z) ~ R(z) r,(z) + g(z)1 
~ci+l(R(r)-l).r,(l)l+l~:(=)l 
< ci + 26 + 2&l (by (II). (III), (**)I 
= (3 + 20) 6. 
3. For :E k we get with h := Max,, 3 IH( 
lr(=) ~ r,(z)1 < 6 + If(=)1 
G 6 + h 6 + 260 (by (*I. (III), (**)I 
=(I +h+246 
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and therefore 
Id-1 - rJz)I < It.(:) - r,(z)1 + lr,(z)l 
<(2+h+2a)6. 
With r : = Max (3 + 2~. 2 + h + 2~) we obtain the desired result. 
Rernurk. In the special case k = K, n K, we can give a sho$ proof for 
the theorem. Again we assume that K, is extensible relative to K2. We take 
the rational function R as in the proof above. Let r : = (r2 - r, ) R + r, 
where the poles of r, - r2 coincide with value 0 (in K, ) respectively I (in 
K,) of R as above. In analogy to (I ) and (II) we get the estimates 
and 
Ir(z)-r,(z)1 = l(r2(z)-r,(z)) R(z)1 ~30 (z E K, ) 
lr(z)pr,(z)l = I(r2(z)br,(z))(R(z)p I)1 ~46 (-E K2) 
so that the conclusion holds with x = 4. 
Finally we note that in the example sketched in Fig. 2 the extended 
Fusion Lemma still holds although K, is not extensible relative to K2, but 
K, is extensible relative to K,. 
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